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IN THE BEGINNING
We all want a better Quality of Life. Yet, try
as hard as we can, it seems like we are
chasing a shadow. No matter what we do it
seems that it is never enough. We keep on
chasing this illusive goal yet we seem to end
up no better off than before. We feel like a
hamster that is zipping along on their wheel
going at a furious pace but going no where.
So much so that we start to give up hope,
we tell our self this is just the way things are.
Life is a struggle. Our lofty goals are just a
figment of our imagination. As we begin to
let go of our passion for a better life, our light
gradually flickers and then dims. We have
convinced our self to live the rest of our life
in quiet desperation.
Is this what is in store for us? Is this what’s
at the end of the illusive dream? NO! There
is hope! There is a life out there for each
and every person that is full of passion, joy,
love, eagerness, enthusiasm and vitality.


We have just been misinformed as to how to
go about getting from here to there.
NO! I am not going to tell you the top 10,
100 or even 1 secret to success. There are
no secrets! The answer to this question and
by the way all of your questions about life
are deep within you. They have and always
will be right there in front of you. What is
missing is a change in perspective. Amazing
that it is such a little thing.
Remember the old black and white silhouette
of the beautiful woman? When you were
able to change your perspective she turned
into an old hag. This is a great analogy for
your life. Do you want to view life from a
perspective of beauty or ugliness? When
you change your perspective your life will
open up and all things become possible.
My sincere desire is to be a guide and a
facilitator for you. You will be provided with
the tools, the resources and most importantly
of all the support to make the transition from


the old ways of doing things to a new way
of Being.
My intent is to provide you with:
•

•

•
•
•

•



A practical, understandable and easy to
use model of how you can create a richer
vibrational Quality of Life for yourself and
your loved ones.
An easy, understandable map of the
Globe of Awareness and how to navigate
and tap into resources you never knew
you had.
An understanding of the basic spiritual
principles and laws that govern our
universe.
Tools, resources, contacts, links and
support for your journey.
An online education and information
center, specifically a center for exploring
and discovering ones’ vibrational
relativity.
A place where you take what you have
learned from the various teachers in
your life and integrate and assimilate

•

•

those principles and concepts into your
everyday existence. I call this “The
Transformational Center.”
Access to workshops, webinars,
interviews, audios, videos, and pod
casts that will help to facilitate your
understanding of this process.
A personalized safe space in an online
environment in which to write, collect
and keep your musings and journals.
To continue your experience go to:
www.MessengerMiniBooks.com
ID#: 268001

TRANSFORMING A WHEEL
INTO A GLOBE
Allow me to guide you to a place of
understanding where you’ll see how
past models of health and wellness have
served us and why. With what is currently
unfolding in our world there is a need for an
upgraded model.


The wellness wheel was developed to better
explain our relationship with health and what
the components of health were. It has been
a vital part of helping people to see that
there was more to health and wellness than
they previously thought. The wellness wheel
has assisted people to see that there is a
need for balance and harmony in all aspects
of one’s life. In the traditional model of the
wellness wheel, ones’ life is usually broken
down into the various sections of a wheel.
The wheel is typically divided into these
sections; they are the physical, mental,
financial, family, spiritual, social, and career.
In separating the various aspects of one’s
life into categories and parts, this tends to
label a person from a mechanistic point of
view. This is the allure of the mechanistic
viewpoint; breaking everything down into
its separate parts and then “fixing” the
seemingly flawed part, therefore making the
whole better. In Ultimate Reality, no-thing
needs to be “fixed.” The wellness wheel
also disconnects us from our spirituality
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and categorizes it as just one of the various
segments that makes up our life.
Our vibrational essence is what and who we
are, not some separate part of us. Scandurra
gave a clearer picture of how spirituality fits
into the wellness wheel.
“Structurally, it represents the “connective
tissue” of wellness, functionally, it acts as
the “heart” of wellness” – the integrative
capacity that brings meaning to all of one’s
life experiences.”
-Anita Scandurra, “Spirituality The Heart of Wellness” 2004

Additionally very little is stated in the old
wellness wheel to show how everything
is connected to everything else. The best
model I found that includes ones spirituality
and is very holistic comes from Loiselle
Margot, PhD MSW & McKenzie Laurette
MSW in their paper on “The Wellness Wheel
An Aboriginal Contribution to Social Work.”
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Our predominate cultural story is one of: DoHave-Be. Doing is held in high regard in our
society. The wellness wheel is a product of
that mentality. It is geared from the framework
of first coming from the perspective of; what
can I do to have better health, more money
or a new car. Then when I do all of those
things I will have a better job, more money, a
healthy body. Finally as a result of all of that
hard work and effort I will be, acceptable,
successful, happy, and so on. Doing is not
sustainable. As it is clearly stated throughout
the Abraham-Hicks book series, “No amount
of massive action will ever replace coming
from your Inner Being.”
Setting about on a course of seeing how
much we can do, will continue to lead us
chasing our tails around and around and
getting us no where. Here is where we can
get off of the hamster wheel and finally learn
about how we may create a deeper, richer
inner vibrational Quality of Life.
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The other side of doing is coming from
Beingness. We have forgotten our true
birthright that is wellness, health and wellbeing. These are states of Beingness.
“We are not human beings having a
spiritual experience; we are spiritual
beings having a human experience.”-Pierre Teihard de Chardin.
Wellness, health and happiness are
vibrational states of Beingness. Now is the
time to let go of the old and antiquated doing
model and return to our natural way of Being.
The Globe of Awareness will guide you to
transforming your life from the Do-Have-Be
model to one of Being-Doing-Having.
The Globe of Awareness is a multidimensional illustration of the relationship of
energy and how it flows through and around
one’s life. The Globe of Awareness will
assist you to change your perspective, it will
help you to see and feel the connection and
the expression of your core, which is your
Inner Being.
13

You will learn how everything in our life is
about energy; how to look at your life in
terms of energy. Looking at our lives in
terms of energy, we must first begin to
understand the role of energy management,
vibration and frequency within spiritual laws
and principles. I will tell you about some
of the basic spiritual laws and principles
and give you further links, articles and
references on them.
To continue your experience go to:
www.MessengerMiniBooks.com
ID#: 268001

THE GLOBE OF AWARENESS
The Globe of Awareness (GOA) is a
representation, a model of the relationship
of energy and how it flows to and from your
center, which is your Inner Being, in and out
through a variety of energy channels into a
diversity of different facets of your life. All of
which are contained within the living matrix
which is pure consciousness.
14

Your inner being is the center, the core,
the ALL of you. Your Inner Being is your
individualized expression of God, the
universe, pure consciousness. What you
call it does not matter, for this is no matter to
your Inner Being. Your Inner Being is pure
energy, pure consciousness.
The Globe of Awareness is a synthesis,
assimilation, an ongoing metamorphosis of
a multitude of concepts and ideas focused
around the creation of a richer inner
vibrational Quality of Life.
My intent in creating the Globe of
Awareness is to co-create greater clarity and
understanding as to how one integrates and
comes from various states of Beingness;
then
implementing
these
vibrational
principles and laws into spiritual action in
ones’ everyday life.
Most significantly of all is my desire for
you to see and experience how this
information, these insights, will improve
15

your overall individual inner vibrational
Quality of Life, resulting in what I am
calling “This New Earth.”
I define “This New Earth” as the collective,
personal transformations that are currently
happening all around this world. These
transformations are a result of an individual
improving their overall inner vibrational
Quality of Life. And, as a result of the
millions of individual’s increasing their own
vibrational quality; they are vibrationally
transforming this earth in which we live into
“This New Earth.”
The foundational principles of the Globe of
Awareness are based upon basic vibrational
principles and concepts. Some of them are.
•
•
•
•
•
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The Law of Pure Potentiality
The Law of Cause and Effect
The Law of Attraction
The Law of Sensitive Dependence
The Law of Deliberate Creation

•
•

The origin of everything is Oneness
Love is all there is

Whether you agree or disagree with these
basic simple vibrational principles does not
really matter because like the Law of Gravity
in this physical world, it cares not what you
think or believe. To ignore the basic law of
gravity 90 feet in the air will definitely invoke
the law of cause and effect.
The same thing happens with vibrational
laws and principles yet you are less
inclined to acknowledge the effects and
consequences of acting out of harmony with
them. You then deny or ignore the effect
and attribute it to something that comes
from outside of you.
Once you have a basic understanding of
these laws and principles and you begin to
broaden your perspective, you will naturally
be inspired to take action. This will give you
an advantage to learn how to implement
them into your daily life.
17

Then as you take actions that are in
alignment with these principles you will see
and experience how the quality of your life
will become more joyous.
A central core concept of the Globe of
Awareness is that we are vibrational Beings.
Beingness is what and who we are.
“The soul’s awareness emerges from the
soul’s level of consciousness. The soul’s
consciousness emerges from the soul’s
State of Being, That is, One with Everything,
across all time and in every place. This is
the Actual Truth and the Ultimate Reality.”
-Neale Donald Walsch, WECCE

Actual Truth and Ultimate Reality are our
goals. This is where our Inner Being resides.
Our journey is one of letting go of those
blocks and interferences that have kept
us from having the highest Quality of Life
possible. Applying, integrating, embodying,
putting into practical application, and living
“States of Beingness” is what our lives are
all about.
18

Herein lies the challenge, the opportunity,
the excitement, the adventure of coming
from Beingness, then doing the actions that
are in alignment with that state of beingness
and finally having the experience of coming
from that state of beingness.
Our outer lives then be-come charged with
spiritual powers that are in alignment with
our inner purpose.
“Beingness” is the root, the cause of a richer
inner vibrational Quality of Life. This is a
key concept of the Globe of Awareness. I
am not talking about increasing your outer
quality of life.
As Michael Brown states in the Presence
Process, “Our behavior, our appearance,
and our life circumstances are not who or
what we are: they are an experience we are
having. They are the attributes of our ego.”
We are energy which is vibrational. We are
our Inner Being which is an individualized
expression of God. Pierre Teihard de Chardin
states it clearly and simply in this well known
19

expression, “We are not human beings
having a spiritual experience, we are spiritual
beings having a human experience.”
What is occurring now is a transformational
shift of perception from doing to being. This
is what The Globe of Awareness is about; the
co-creation of new forms of communication
and social interaction based upon these
basic vibrational laws and practices.
“The quality of all our outer experiences
is determined by our internal state. The
moment we get this will be the moment
that we have consciously regained our
freedom because we will then truly know
through our experience that we are 100%
responsible for the quality (emotional
content) of our life experience.”
-Michael Brown, The Presence Process

My premise is that you are transforming from
the old perception of who and what you think
you are; which has been based upon Doing
and outer validation; to originating from the
core of your self and who you really are.
20

That is pure energy, pure consciousness,
pure Being.
This is a life process and not a single event.
The “GOA” is a tool to help you to learn
and remember how to better navigate and
connect with your Inner Being and as a
result improve your overall inner vibrational
Quality of our Life. I will be working with you,
guiding you, giving you direct experiences
of what I speak of, all of which to facilitate
your journey and exploration of “The Globe
of Awareness.”
We are an incredibly multifaceted and multidimensional masterpiece. Yet we continually
try to utilize a one dimensional solution
into our lives hoping that this one thing
will “fix” everything. Fortunately this is not
true. However, by beginning from a state of
Beingness you will transform all dimensions
of your life.
Most tools and techniques utilized by
people are looking at and addressing the
21

symptom, not the underlying core issue, the
root cause.
“Unless the basic attitude that’s causing the
energy imbalance is corrected, the illness
tends to return.”
-David Hawkins, Power vs. Force 2002

Addressing symptoms will give temporary
relief but not a foundational solution. What
all people are looking for is the expression
and experience of their Inner Being. This
is the fundamental purpose of the Globe of
Awareness. This is why I have provided
a multitude of links, authors, teachers,
practitioners and educational information in
our resource section in our website at www.
ThisNewEarth.com
To continue your experience go to:
www.MessengerMiniBooks.com
ID#: 268001
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TRANSFORMING DOING
INTO BEING
The primary focus of the Globe of Awareness
is about coming from our Inner Being and
then expressing those various states of
Beingness in all aspects of our lives.
So, how does one move from doing to
being? We are not taught how to “Be.” We
have forgotten our true nature. This is the
heart of our transformational center that I
have co-created in my companion website
called “This New Earth.”
The transformational center is an
environment of safety and support in which
I co-created with others so that one may
play with, try on, and experiment with the
thoughts and ideas from the various authors
and resources I cite.
The transformational center is a safe
environment, a supportive place to
23

practice various states of beingness.
My desire is to come from and practice
various states of beingness so that I am
able to S.U.L.F.Asm you for your highest
good. This acronym stands for: Safety,
Support, Understanding, Love, To Listen,
Forgiveness, Acceptance and Appreciation,
of one another for each others highest
good. Additionally in the website I have
included references and links to affiliates
that are professionals and dedicated to
guiding and facilitating ones personal
transformation from doing to being.
The Transformational Center is the place
in which one learns and practices the tools
and techniques that help you to, “Discover,
Transform, Awaken and Integrate the various
seasons of our lives.” (Epstein 2009)
One of the finest tools I found that
describes this process is from Neale
Donald Walsch’s book, “When Everything
Changes, Change Everything.”
24

“What causes the events in our lives are the
behaviors of our lives. And what causes the
behavior of our lives are the beliefs of our
lives. And what causes the beliefs of our
lives are the perceptions of our lives. And
what causes the perceptions of our lives
are the perspectives of our lives. And this is
where the soul comes in.
It is the soul that can enlarge the perspective
of the mind beyond the limitations of currently
held data.
The soul is able to do this because of
the soul’s level of awareness. The soul’s
awareness emerges from the soul’s level
of consciousness.
The soul’s level of
consciousness emerges from the soul’s
State of Being. That is One with Everything,
across all time and in every place. This is
the Actual Truth and the Ultimate Reality.”
One of the biggest self imposed obstacles
that you usually face is your belief about how
enormous the effort is required to transform
your life.
25

“…the law of sensitive dependence on
initial conditions, drawing from the science
of nonlinear dynamics and its mathematics.
(Briggs and Peat 1989) Remember, that this
describes the manner in which a minuscule
variation in a pattern of inputs can result in a
very significant change in the eventual output.
This is because the repetition of a slight
variation over time results in a progressive
change of pattern,…. in a leap to a new
harmonic. The effect of the minute variation
becomes amplified until it eventually affects
the entire system and a new energy pattern
evolves-which, by the same process, may
then result in a further variation, and so on.”
-David Hawkins, Power vs. Force 2002

Please read this over and over and remember
that “minuscule” is the key word. This is
where we have been given the greatest
hope of all times. A very slight change, will
transform our entire life! What a grand and
wonderful gift the knowing of this will make
in your life! This law is operating in your
life yet you may not be consciously aware
26

of it. The Law of Sensitive Dependence is a
tool which we can utilize to be like David in
the anecdote of David and Goliath; slaying
the huge monster of the mind with such a
miniscule positive loving thought.
Through simple, small conscious attention
to the everyday activities of your life you can
affect enormous transformations in your life
and in the world. What a powerful tool you
have been given.
A word of caution; trying to leap from our
typical automated and habituated way of
doing things to coming solely from our Inner
Being through stillness is an awesome leap.
Some have accomplished this; however
having a progressive “bridging” between the
two is an easier path. This is what my work
here is all about; to guide and assist you,
the traveler in your exploration to “This
New Earth.”
This is an exciting place in which you will
learn how to integrate and come from your
27

Inner Being. Your soul, your Inner Being
is the only part of yourself that can help
you to see beyond your mind. Your Inner
Being brings you from what Walsch calls
the “Observed Reality to Absolute Reality.”
Otherwise you will continually be caught up
in the default loop of your mind.
To continue your experience go to:
www.MessengerMiniBooks.com
ID#: 268001
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IN CONCLUSION
I have lightly and briefly touched upon a
wide variety of new ideas, concepts and
perceptions. My dearest hope is that in
having a taste of what I have just offered to
you; that you will join me at my website and
come together in community where my intent
is to co-create new forms of communications
and social interaction.
My deepest desire is to give hope to YOU,
the reader, the seeker, who has asked
and now is being given the assistance and
the resources for creating a richer inner
vibrational Quality of Life. The goal is to
provide you with the ways and means in
which to create a richer and fuller Quality of
Life for your self and your loved ones.
The Globe of Awareness and the
development of “This New Earth” website
were created to provide the world with the
first ever virtual visitor center, where people
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come to visit, explore, discover, receive
hope, locate resources, get information,
and acquire continuing education. Guests
come together as a community to connect
and co-create with like minded people
and find guidance and transformational
assistance for the co-creation of a higher
inner vibrational Quality of Life.
Later on you will be introduced to the internal
make up of the Globe of Awareness. You’ll
be shown how everything comes from your
Inner Being and how energy flows through
and affects all aspects of our lives.
The creation of this book, the website and
the online environment has manifested
a treasure trove of support, information,
resources and people that will help
you in your exploration of the Globe of
Awareness and achieving a richer, deeper
Quality of Life.
This material is ready for you at our website.
www.ThisNewEarth.com
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I know that any steps you choose to take will
improve your quality of life in ways you can
hardly imagine.
I deeply appreciate you sharing this journey
with me. As a valued reader, I am offering
the Globe of Awareness at the greatly
reduced rate of $24.95 for a 10 pack.
This will allow you to make the Globe of
Awareness available in all your classes and
workshops. We welcome your order at www.
ThisNewEarth.com.
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My Mission Statement
“To empower people, to inspire people,
to ignite people’s passion for improving
their overall inner vibrational Quality of
Life.”
Visit : www.ThisNewEarth.com
Continue the Journey…..
To utilize the expanded content related to
this book, login to your online
environment at:
www.MessengerMiniBooks.com
ID#: 268001

